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ABSTRACT
A reactor "power pulse" problem was identified
for the Ontario Hydro Bruce generating stations.
On a postulated inlet header break, the fuel
strings in a large number of channels could
relocate toward the upstream end, resulting in a
power pulse.

The solution adopted for Bruce GSA is to
change the direction of fuelling, from against the
flow, to fuelling with the flow. In this revised
fuelling scheme, given a postulated inlet header
failure, the fuel bundle with the highest bumup
would relocate into the reactor core and
introduce a negative reactivity during the
accident. However, this fuelling configuration
results in a highly irradiated fuel bundle residing
in the most downstream position against the
latch. The latch supports only the outer ring of
elements, not the end plate. A resulting high
stress on the end plate coupled with high levels
of hydrogen and deuterium may result in Zr
hydride assisted cracking in the end plate during
hot shutdown conditions. (In fuelling against
flow, this is not a problem, since the latch
supported bundle is not irradiated and has only
low levels of hydrogen and deuterium.)

A fuel string supporting shield plug (f3sp) which
supports the bundle end plate has been
developed as a solution to the fuel bundle end
plate cracking problem. It would replace the
existing outlet shield plug in all channels.

This paper will describe the f3sp design,
associated fuel handling operation and
qualification for reactor use.

1.0 DESIGN (SEE FIGS 1A and IB)

The Dsp uses the existing outlet shield plug
design, modified to include a nosepiece that

protrudes through the latch to fully support the
end plate of the most downstream fuel bundle.
All other functions of the shield plug are retained
in the f3sp;eg, diverts the primary heat transport
system flow from the pressure tube to the end
fitting/liner annulus and provides shielding
against radiation streaming.

The downstream fuelling machine removes and
installs the f3sp during each channel fuelling
cycle (while the upstream fuelling machine
removes and installs the existing inlet shield
plug). When installed on the shield plug locking
lug, the nosepiece extends forward enough to
support the fuel string, resulting in a minimum
fuel string push of 0.06 inches off the latch
supported position.

Main components of the nosepiece assembly are;
fuel support plate, nosepiece body, attachment
bolt, thrust bearing, and detent spring. The
assembly is installed complete on an outlet
shield plug (s/p) body with the special
attachment bolt. The s/p body requires
machining to accommodate the new nosepiece,
additional to the design of the standard outlet
shield plug.

A major design intent was to prevent relative
rotary motion between the f3sp and the fuel
during s/p installation/removal operations using
the f/m, because the fuel is unproven under these
conditions (see also section 2.0). Since the
Bruce style fuel channel and fuel handling
system was based on a rotary motion for shield
plug lock/unlock the design evolved as follows.
Relative rotary motion between the fuel bundle
and the nosepiece during s/p installation and
removal is prevented under normal operation by
a thrust bearing between the nosepiece and the
shield plug body. The effective friction torque
radius at the bushing is less than half that at the
nosepiece/fuel bundle interface, biasing rotation
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at the bearing rather than at the fuel. This
bearing also limits the amount of torque that can
be transmitted to the fuel string. In the event of
binding;eg, crud build up, relative motion is
limited by keying the nosepiece to the shield
plug locking lug.

The fuel support plate and nosepiece body are
joined during assembly to form the subassembly
that rotates relative to the remainder of the f3sp.
This subassembly is radially supported on the
attachment bolt with axial contact against the
thrust bearing. The bolt and bearing are locked
to the shield plug body at assembly. Further
detail component descriptions follow.

The fuel support plate is held captive on the
bearing portion of the attachment bolt. The fuel
support plate of type 410 stainless steel is 1.00
inch thick with a flow hole pattern similar to a
fuel bundle end plate. The outer, intermediate
and inner rings on the fuel support plate are
raised to restrict contact with the bundle end
plate to these areas giving full support to all
three rings of 37 element fuel. The inner ring of
the fuel support plate is extended towards the s/p
and provides the interface with the attachment
bolt. Only the center fuel element is
unsupported. (The outlet shield plug for 500 -
600 Mwe reactors only supports the outer two
rings of the bundle end plate.) The fuel support
plate is attached rigidly to the nosepiece body by
an interference fit and single plug weld while
two axial dowel pins are also placed at the joint
diameter to carry rotary loads.

The nosepiece body of type 410 stainless steel is
a cylindrical arrangement supported off the outer
diameter of the fuel support plate. Two axial
projecting wings extend outboard from the
nosepiece and mate with two sections milled in
the outer diameter of the s/p body. The wings
key on the shield plug locking lug when the s/p
is being installed or removed. In the event of
binding between the nosepiece and the thrust
bearing due to crud build up or similar
restriction, this keying limits the potential
relative rotation between the nosepiece and the
fuel bundle to 3 degrees maximum.

The attachment bolt of type 410 stainless steel
serves as the axle for the fuel support to turn on
but restricts axial movements of the nosepiece
relative to the s/p. The bolt shaft diameter, at the
interface with the fuel support is chrome plated
for wear and low friction reasons. It is shrunk

and threaded into the nodular cast iron s/p body
and provides a cantilever support for the fuel
support. The bolt is locked by two radial pins of
stainless steel. These pins are a press fit and are
further retained by coining their access hole.

The type 410 stainless steel used in the majority
of the nosepiece assembly was chosen for its
corrorsion resistance, high strength and lower
activation properties compared to other high
strength stainless steels.

The small cylindrical thrust bearing of Nitronic
60, having good ami galling properties, is
installed on the attachment bolt and carries the
full axial load of the fuel string under static
conditions or during rotary motions when the
f3sp is installed or removed.

A formed leaf spring of inconel 718 rivetted into
a slot in the larger of the nosepiece body wings
provides a detent between the nosepiece and the
s/p body. The purpose of the detent is to prevent
rotation of the nosepiece relative to the s/p when
the s/p is not locked on the liner lug. This
ensures that nosepiece orientation, relative to the
s/p, will be correct when the s/p is reinstalled.
The spring is attached to the nosepiece by a
clamp plate and inconel rivets.

To prepare the s/p body for installation of the
nosepiece the following machining is required
on the inboard end of the s/p (additional to the
design of the standard outlet s/p); a 5/8 - 11
UNC tapped hole in the center of the inboard end
face for the attachment bolt, a 0.748 inch
diameter hole leading into the tapped hole for
attachment bolt location, a 0.850 inch diameter
counterbore leading into the 0.748 diameter for
location of the thrust bushing, a spotface is also
provided to give a quality mating surface for the
bushing, two sections are milled on the outside
diameter at the inboard end of the s/p in which
the nosepiece wings sit - one section covers
about 94 degrees while the other section covers
about 136 degrees, in the larger of the two milled
sections two grooves are machined to mate with
the detent leaf spring. The standard shield plug
design of the bayonet slot and c-spring
arrangement is retained so that there is no change
to the way it is held in the fuel channel.

2.0 OPERATION

Compared with the existing s/p, operations
associated with installation or removal of the
f3sp are similar since the existing shield plug
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bayonet slot and c-spring arrangement is
retained. A design intent of the f3sp is to
minimize any rotation against the fuel and the
operating sequence was developed accordingly:

• The f3sp is picked up by the f/m and is
unlocked from its f/m magazine site. The
Dsp is advanced into the fuel channel with
the nosepiece aligned to pass over the shield
plug locking lug. The advance is halted at
the position shown in figure 2-1.

• The f/m then rotates the f3sp clockwise to
stall against the shield plug locking lug. See
figure 2-2. This precludes any rotary motion
of the f3sp against the fuel string during
installation. During removal, if the f3sp
rotary bushing is seized, there could be a
maximum 3 degrees of rotary motion, in a
counter-clockwise direction, against the fuel
string (this is the clearance between the
nosepiece and the liner locking lug). This
potential rotation of the downstream fuel
bundle has been shown to be acceptable.
(Immediately after removal, the fuel bundle
pair interfacing the f3sp are removed from
the channel and discharged to the irradiated
fuel bay.)

• The f/m then advances the f3sp at slow speed
to stall axially in the fuel channel against the
fuel latch cage. See figure 2-3. During this
motion the Dsp will pick up the fuel string
from the fuel latch and thus the Dsp and f/m
are carrying the fuel string hydraulic load for
the remainder of the sequence.

• The f/m then retracts the Dsp a small amount
from the hard stall position. See figure 2-4.

• The f/m then rotates the Dsp about 45
degrees clockwise to stall, to lock on the
shield plug locking lug,. See figure 2-5.

• Finally the f/m is disengaged from the s/p
and the channel closures can be installed
prior to the f/m's unclamping from the fuel
channel. Once the f/m unlocks from the Dsp
the hydraulic load on the fuel string will push
the Dsp back into hard contact with the
shield plug locking lug but the fuel will still
be a minimum of 0.06 inches off the fuel
latch. See figure 2-6. The Dsp makes no
contact with the pivoting fuel latch segments
and thus they remain closed under their
spring bias (see figure 1A).

The same basic cycle is repeated in reverse for
removal of the Dsp. The f/m stalls into the Dsp
to pick it up. The f/m is retracted a small
amount. The f/m rotates the Dsp about 45
degrees counterclockwise to stall to unlock from
the lug. The f/m retracts the Dsp from the fuel
channel to its temporary f/m magazine storage
site and the fuelling sequence continues (the fuel
string will be hydraulically pushed into contact
with the fuel latch until the Dsp is reinstalled at
the end of the fuelling sequence). Note that
bundle support by the latch is acceptable under
normal fuelling conditions. It is only if this
condition exists during a hot shutdown process
that the potential for hydride assisted cracking
occurs.

3.0 QUALIFICATION TESTING
The following qualifications were performed in
various test rig channels representing the Bruce
fuel channel geometry.

3.1 Pressure Drop
This testing was carried out in a representative
test channel at GE Canada Laboratory in
Peterborough, Ontario.

The Dsp pressure drop was compared to that of
the standard outlet shield plug. The intent was to
make the pressure drop similar. The nosepiece
geometry is in part a result of this development
testing. The final test results showed that for the
reactor operating conditions of 300 ° C
temperature, 9.5 MPa pressure and 27 kg/s mass
flow, the Dsp pressure drop was within about
+/- 7 kPa (+/- 1 psi) of the standard s/p,
depending on the particular manufacturing
tolerances of components used in the test
comparison.

PRESSURE DROP VS FLOW - REGULAR S/P AND F3SP
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3.2 Fuel Latch Vibration

These tests were carried out using a
representative test channel at Stern Laboratories
in Hamilton, Ontario.

When the Dsp is installed it supports the fuel
string off the fuel latch, leaving the latch
segments unloaded except for a light spring
preload. Fuel latch segment vibrations were
checked at flows up to 50 kg/s which verified
that the motions were insignificant (less than 0.8
um).

Similarly, the f3sp nosepiece vibration was
checked in a defuelled channel at flows up to 50
kg/s (this would be the case in a defuelled
channel). Again motions were verified
insignificant (less than 1.2 |xm).

3.3 Strength Testing

The f3sp was subjected to several abnormal
loadings to verify its integrity. All testing was
done using pertinent sections of fuel channel of
Bruce design. The loads were applied using a
tensile test machine. All were completed
acceptably without any loss of function or
significant permanent deformation. These tests
were carried out in the GE Canada laboratory.

The Dsp was pushed back against the shield
plug lug at loads up to 350001b to represent an
outlet LOCA condition where the full system
pressure is applied to the f3sp.

The Bsp was stalled hard forward against the
fuel latch cage at 10000 lb to represent the
abnormal forward axial stall of the component in
the fuel channel during s/p installation using the
f/m.

The Osp was stalled hard forward against a flat
plate at 10000 lb to represent the abnormal
forward axial stall of the component in the
ancillary port during f/m pick-up.

The Bsp nosepiece was purposely snagged in a
fuel channel endfitting liner tube while pulling
on the outboard end to a load of 10000 lb to
represent the abnormal retract axial stall of the
f/m in an abnormal load case were the Bsp
nosepiece seizes in the fuel channel during axial
withdrawal from the channel by the f/m.

The fisp nosepiece was purposely seized on its
axle while torquing the nosepiece at loads over
360 ftlb to represent the abnormal stall of the f/m
in an abnormal load case where the fisp
nosepiece seizes during f/m removal or
installation.

The Bsp nosepiece was fully rotated back and
forth on its bushing while under an axial load of
2000 lb while immersed in water to represent the
normal loading seen by the thrust bushing when
the fisp is installed or removed from the fuel
channel while supporting a fuel string. Three
hundred rotation cycles were completed.

The above testing verified Bsp strength as
documented in a stress report utilizing finite
element analysis which also covered normal and
abnormal load cases.

3.4 Long Term Flow Tests

These tests were carried out in the representative
test channels at GE Canada Laboratory in
Peterborough, Ontario.

The purpose of these tests was to verify that the
Bsp lock/unlock mechanism remains operable
during the extended time period that the s/p sits
statically in the channel between f/m visits. The
test was also used to record any damage to fuel,
fuel channel or Bsp during the test duration,
such as from vibration. Two tests were
completed, both for a 3 month duration, one at
300 °C, 10 MPa and flow of 28 kg/s, the other at
300 °C, 10 MPa and reduced flow of 0.5 kg/s.
The higher flow conditions represent typical on-
power conditions while the lower flow
represents maintenance cooling flow. Neither of
these extended tests resulted in the nosepiece
seizing on its axle and Bsp/fuel/pressure tube
inspections before and half way through the high
flow test indicated that wear of these
components was virtually zero.

3.5 F/M Functional Tests

These tests were performed by Ontario Hydro at
Bruce A on their representative test channels
located in the maintenance area test facility. One
of the station production fuelling machines was
used.

The purpose of these tests was to verify the
fuelling machine/fuel channel interface and the
specific f/m computer control. The fuel string
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hydraulic load was simulated by spring loading
the bundle residing against the fuel latch (against
the f3sp when installed).

The tests were completed in a cutaway channel
so that the operating motions could be verified
correct.

Abnormal operating motions were also tested to
verify f3sp integrity during forward axial stall in
the fuel channel with the f3sp purposely
misoriented to prevent passage over the liner lug
and to verify that f/m rotary motions away from
the shield plug lug can not detent the f3sp
nosepiece.

3.6 Vibration Testing

These tests were performed based on Ontario
Hydro test specifications using a representative
test channel at Stern Laboratories in Hamilton,
Ontario.

The purpose of this testing was to show that the
vibrational characteristics of the f3sp are not
detrimental to the fuel channel nor fuel nor itself.
This was done by comparing fuel/fuel channel
vibration in the existing design (latch supported)
with the shield plug supported design.

3.7 Reactor Prototype Tests

Fourteen f3sp's were loaded by production f/m's
into Bruce unit 4 to demonstrate that their fuel
support function would prevent cracking of the
end plate during a hot shutdown. This was
shown to be the case. Prior to their installation
the particular channels had been partially
reordered to locate the 13th bundle (an irradiated
bundle) from the inlet position to the outlet
position to be supported by a f3sp.

Additionally the f/m channel pressure drop data
recorded during operation on these channels
showed no excessive differential pressures
across the fuel string and shield plugs which can
be attributed to the Dsp and thus no measurable
effect on the hydraulic characteristics of the fuel
channel is expected.

4.0 CURRENT STATUS
It is planned to begin installing production Dsp's
in the reactors at Bruce NGSA in 1996.
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FIGURE 1 A- FUEL STRING SUPPORTING SHIELD PLUG
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FIGURE IB - FUEL STRING SUPPORTING SHIELD PLUG
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2.0 OPERATION: F3SP INSTALLATION SEQUENCE

FIGURE 2-1
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FIGURE 2-3
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FIGURE 2-5
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FIGURE 2-6
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